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We had no other choice than to claim her….and she doesn't even know she's ours now. A claim to save their
undiscovered mate… Wolf shifter twins Axel and Leandro rescue FBI agent, Macaella (Mac) from certain
death at the hands of Cade Lupone. Only when they carry her to safety do they get the scent of their fated
mate. Trapped by the Scala agents, they have no choice but to claim Mac in shifter tradition. And being the
mate to both men, the twins make her equally theirs, bonding her to them forever. Only problem is, Mac hates
the shifter pack as much as the vampires and disappears in the night. With no idea she's been claimed by the
shifters. A fate worse than death... Having failed in her mission to bring Becca back to the agency, Mac is still
surprised to find herself incarcerated in a Scala detention center whitelite cell.
The agonizing cramps in her belly mean the baby that had been growing fast there is gone. During the
interrogation sessions she's told she was never pregnant. But Mac is starting to recall a night of passion such as
she'd never dreamed of and every cell in her body cries out for more.
A promise of forever… The twins have no choice but to flout their pack guardian's ruling in order to search
for their mate.

They're entirely focused on finding her but her scent has vanished.
Which can only mean she's in a Scala Authority det cen. Driven to retrieve her, they discover a secret that will
tear apart the relationship between all three. Can they outwit the Scala family and build their own? None can
survive without the other two. But it may all be too late. Eternal Alpha is a full-length standalone romance
with a HEA. The other books set in the same shifter world are Moonshine Alpha and Bloodlust Alpha.

